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Abstract
FIR filters are vastly used in multi-mode systems where the behavior of the
system changes based on user inputs or changes in the operational environment.
FIR filters used for each mode of operation have different sets of parameters
(coefficient sets). Partially reconfigurable FPGA platforms are shown to be viable
choices to implement multi-mode filters. In our previous work [1] we proposed a
clustering-based technique to design a multi-mode filter with minimal area and
manageable reconfiguration delay. In this work we theoretically extend the previous
work to propose an optimal polynomial time algorithm to optimize the structure of
the filter. Using the optimal solution we can decrease the area by 17.2% compared
to clustering approach. The results of our experiments show that our proposed
heuristics give solutions within 1% of the optimal solution.
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1 Introduction
An increasing number of digital systems, from wireless devices to multi-media
terminals, are characterized by their multi-mode operation. This refers to the ability of a
system to modify its characteristics or behavior based on user inputs or changes in the
operational environment. For example, in a WiMax terminal, the characteristics of the
MAC and PHY can be changed based on the current status of the wireless channel. In
spectrum sensing, the matched-filter used to find idle frequency bands is changing
periodically to accommodate the characteristics of the protocols operating in the
corresponding band. Finally, in pattern matching applications, the pattern being searched
can be modified by changing the dimensions and coefficient values of an image template.
Multi-mode systems vastly incorporate Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters as one of
the main components in their design. This is due to FIR filters’ inherent stability and
linear phase. Therefore, one of the challenges of designing multi-mode systems is to
design multi-mode FIR filters where the characteristics of the filter (value and number of
coefficients) are changing depending on the mode of operation. The structure of an n-tap
FIR filter consists of n coefficients and is shown in Figure 1. The Z-1 boxes represent
delay elements.
Due to large data rate processing demand of applications incorporating multi-mode
filters, software-programmable processors are not viable options to implement a multimode filter. ASICs on the other hand lack the flexibility to conform to varying
characteristics of the design. FPGAs provide a third alternative for implementing multimode filters. Their short design cycles and reconfiguarbility give them an advantage over
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ASICs, their inherent parallelism can be used to support high data rates, and they can be
easily customized to support irregular datapaths with variable bit widths. Various
implementation strategies can be targeted for FPGAs. Each of these implementation
strategies has their pros and cons. Generic design to accommodate all varying parameters
of a filter is large and slow, on the other hand Space-multiplexing (shown in Figure 2.a)
to implement all optimized structures on the same chip is not scalable [1]. Support for
dynamic partial reconfiguration (DPR) in Xilinx FPGAs enables Time-multiplexing
(shown in Figure 2.b). This is achieved by modifying a system's architecture by loading
or swapping logic blocks in user-defined reconfigurable regions while the FPGA device
is operational. Time-multiplexing however, is possible at the cost of non-negligible
reconfiguration overhead for the system.
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Figure 1. Direct-form structure of an n-tap FIR filter

Each of the abovementioned FPGA-based solutions exhibits a different characteristic
in terms of area and reconfiguration overhead. The problem, is that the solution space is
coarse with limited number of choices. Furthermore, each design alternative fully
optimizes one design feature at the full cost of the other feature. From system-level
perspective it is desirable to find solutions that lie between these extreme cases.
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Figure 2. Different implementations of an n-tap FIR filter

In our previous work in [1] we introduced the concept of level of implementation to
partially optimize filter structures. This approach trades-off area and reconfiguration
overhead at a finer granularity which is well-suited for designing systems that incorporate
filters as part of their implementation. A clustering-based technique was proposed in [1]
to optimize such filter structures. We further introduced joint optimization (aka Joint
Filter Design or JFD) to exploit similarity across filters in a given sequence to provide
another dimension of flexibility in fine-tuning filter structures based on system-level
requirements. The result of JFD is a set of clusters (modules) that build each filter.
Subsets of these clusters are shared among more than one design. This potentially reduces
reconfiguration overhead. As we will show in this work, while clustering technique is
effective in reducing the size of the circuit, it is not optimal. In this work we introduce an
approach which minimizes the reconfigurable section of a filter. Furthermore we prove
that this approach has polynomial run-time.
The above discussion presumes that the filter is mapped onto the FPGA’s fine-grain
fabric. However, today FPGAs widely embed hard DSP cores for DSP-intensive
applications like filtering. Thus an issue that needs to be addressed at physical design
level is to incorporate DSP blocks in the design of filters. JFD utilizes logic resources of
3

FPGA and is capable of fully or partially incorporating DSP blocks on FPGA to design
filters. There are clearly significant tradeoffs between these two categories of resources.
When implementing a filter structure, using just DSP blocks however, one must be aware
that it limits the portability of filter designs. This in large is due to variance in availability
of such resources across different FPGA devices and vendors. In our other work in [30]
we studied incorporating DSP blocks fully or partially in design of filter. In that work we
showed that running DSP blocks at high frequencies consumes non-negligible dynamic
power. Filters implemented using logic resources on the other hand, are highly optimized
in terms of area, delay and power consumption, but will require dynamic reconfiguration
from off-chip memory. In [30] we proposed a comprehensive approach to incorporate
both resources based on running frequencies of the circuit, input rate of the filter and
availability of resources.
In Section 2 we present the related work in this area. In Section 3 we present our
framework to optimize a single structure. We propose an optimal solution and show that
the time complexity is polynomial. In Section 4 we propose a solution to joint-optimize a
sequence of filters. Finally, in Section 5 we present the results of our experiments.

2 Related Work
The contribution of this work is to define a design space for multi-mode filter design
and implementation. The design space shows the trade-off between the size of the filters
and the corresponding reconfiguration time overhead for changing the filter
implementation. In this work we propose algorithms to minimize the size of the
reconfigurable section of the filters. In this regards the works related to this work fall in
4

to two main categories. Works related to filter design and optimization, and works related
to partial reconfiguration design and optimization on FPGAs.
There is a large body of research on FIR filters architecture. In general FIR filter
structures can be categorized in three different implementation classes: Direct form,
Transposed (or Inverted) form and Distributed Arithmetic (DA) [13] and [11]. For each
of these implementation classes the filter can be implemented as Bit-Serial or BitParallel. Bit-serial arithmetic filters [10] are used especially when clock frequency of the
circuit is multiple times higher than the sampling frequency. Bit-serial implementations
are small in size and have been used in early FPGAs mainly due to I/O and area
constraints [12] and [14]. On the other hand bit-parallel implementation has the high
throughput at the cost of large implementation size. Digit-serial implementation [15] has
been introduced to enhance the design space between the two extreme implementations.
In this implementation data words are divided into digits, having a digit size N, which are
processed in one clock cycle. Digit-serial format offers a flexible trade-off for throughput
versus size between bit-serial and bit-parallel approaches.
Distributed Arithmetic (DA) filters [11] are the other type of implementation which
uses memory (mainly ROMs) to store all possible combinations of the coefficients and
addresses the memory using the input bits. DAs can be implemented in bit-serial, bitparallel or digit-serial. For today FPGAs parallel DA filters are extensively used because
of the level of parallelism the FPGAs can provide and because of the suitability of LookUp Tables (LUTs) for implementing DAs [16] and [13].
Extensive research has been dedicated to optimizing the structure of FIR filters.
Simple optimizing techniques like coefficient symmetry, negative symmetry or constant
5

multiplication are widely exploited for filters [13], [9] and [11]. Complex optimization
techniques are mostly applied to the multiplier block of filters. In [17] the authors
propose an algorithm based on common sub-expression elimination to reduce the size of
coefficient specific multipliers for FIR filters. The idea is to avoid replicating a common
sub-circuit across coefficients. Applying the technique effectively reduces the area as
well as power consumption of the filter while maintaining the throughput. In [18] a
greedy optimization technique is proposed to minimize the area of linear digital systems
using combination of common sub-expression elimination and modification of multiplier
coefficients.
Other works, target designing partially reconfigurable applications or optimizing
these designs for different purposes including reconfiguration time overhead, bit-stream
storage size, total design size, etc. For filters, partial run-time reconfigurability of FPGAs
can be exploited to change the structure of a filter in order to implement another filter. In
[19] the authors present a reconfigurable filter which is implemented on Xilinx Virtex 4
devices. The implementation uses a reconfigurable Multiply-Accumulate (rMAC) unit
which can be replicated to implement filters of different sizes. In [23] a programmable
FIR digital filter using Canonic Signed-Digit (CSD) coefficients is presented.
To optimize reconfiguration time overhead, [20] suggests that by carefully
floorplanning the reconfigurable designs and considering the sequence of reconfiguration
we can effectively reduce reconfiguration time overhead. The authors in [7] introduce
Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) and suggest a heuristic to cluster the template mask
filters to fit the filter on the FPGAs and minimize reconfiguration time overhead for
changing the filters. Authors in [22] present a framework that measures the
6

reconfiguration time overhead on the board while reconfiguring using ICAP port for
Xilinx FPGAs.
While reconfiguration time overhead is a major concern for FPGAs, for designs with
many reconfiguration scenarios and reconfigurable modules the size of the bit-stream that
we can store becomes critical. In [21] the authors propose a solution to save bit-stream
storage space for FPGAs. In their approach different FIR filters’ bit-streams are
parameterized based on the coefficients.
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3 FIR Filter Design
A generic FIR filter as a regular structure of multipliers and adders can be optimized
in regards to the amount of resources and size of implementation. This in specific is true
for the filters with constant set of coefficients. FIR filters and FIR-like structures with
constant coefficients are widely used in a multitude of wireless and multi-media
applications and applications which need heavy matrix multiplication processing. The
well-known techniques to reduce the size of an FIR filter structure are: 1) to replace
generic multipliers with coefficient specific multipliers, 2) to apply factoring for inputs
that are multiplied to the same coefficients and 3) to apply optimal adder tree generation
to minimize the size of adder tree.
A large body of research has been dedicated to the techniques using which the size of
the constant multipliers can be reduced like [9], [17] and [18]. Optimization techniques 2
and 3 are shown in Figure 3. As can be observed in Figure 3.a we can exploit factoring to
save on the number of multipliers while using smaller adders. The two structures shown
in Figure 3.b and Figure 3.c clearly show how optimally generating the adder tree can
minimize the size of the adders in the filter structure.
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Figure 3. Adder size optimization considering the coefficients
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In this work, we propose to split a filter structure to two sections: reconfigurable and
static section. To realize that, we define Levels of an FIR filter as the rows of resources
(adders or multipliers) shown in Figure 1. Accordingly Level i Implementation (LIi) of
the filter is to cut the structure shown in Figure 1, in to two sections between rows i and i
+ 1. The section above the cut line is the reconfigurable section of the filter and the
structure below the cut is the static region of the filter. To change the mode of operation
we need to reconfigure the reconfigurable section of the filter while static section is the
same across all modes of operation. To reduce the reconfiguration overhead we need to
minimize the size of the reconfigurable section of the filter for each mode of operation.
We introduce RSAM problem as follows:
Reconfigurable Section Area Minimization (RSAM) problem is to use the
optimization techniques introduced earlier to optimize the size of the reconfigurable
section of a FIR filter for a given set of constant coefficients and a given level of
implementation.
In [1] we proposed a clustering-based solution to this problem. As we will show later
in this section, while the proposed clustering algorithm is a powerful technique in
reducing the size of the reconfigurable section, it is not optimal. We propose an optimal
algorithm which runs in polynomial time. We first define a few terms which will be
frequently used throughout this paper.
A Full Binary Tree is a tree in which every node other than the leaves has exactly two
children.
A Perfect Binary Tree [2] is a Full Binary Tree in which all leaves are at the same
depth.
9

3.1 Filter Optimization
In this section we first propose a polynomial time algorithm to fully optimize a filter
structure. While this is a special case of RSAM problem (highest level of
implementation), the solution to RSAM can greatly benefit from the theorems and
theoretical background laid to solve this problem. Throughout this work and theoretical
analysis of optimization algorithms we assume that the size of adders and coefficientspecific multipliers are linearly proportional to the bit-width of the inputs. For different
coefficients, corresponding multipliers’ growth rate might be different.
To generate a fully optimized filter the algorithm proposed in [1] clusters all the
inputs that are going to be multiplied with the same coefficient together before
multiplying them. Figure 4 shows two different implementations for a 37-tap filter. The
inputs and coefficients of the filter are 4-bits wide each and for the sake of simplicity it is
assumed that the 37 coefficients represent three different values i.e -3 (17 inputs), 5 (17
inputs) and 4 (3 inputs). The numbers written next to the edges show the bit-width of the
wires. Figure 4.a shows the implementation method used in [1]. In this implementation
all the inputs that are being multiplied to the same coefficient are first added together.
The triangles represent perfect binary trees of adders to add the number of inputs (power
of 2) written in the triangles.
The two filter structures in Figure 4.a and Figure 4.b implement the exact same filter
however as can be seen, there are key differences in the number and size of multipliers as
well as the size of adders. The adders and multipliers with different sizes across the two
designs are shaded in the figure. The cost of multipliers used in the structure shown in
Figure 4.a, is smaller than the multiplier cost of the structure in Figure 4.b. On the other
10

hand, the cost of adders in Figure 4.b is smaller than the adders in the structure of Figure
4.a. Therefore depending on the net size of the corresponding adders and multipliers each
design might be smaller than the other one. In this particular case the design of Figure 4.b
turns out to be smaller.
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Figure 4. Building a fully optimized FIR filter

Figure 4 though given as an example, makes very good points on the characteristics
of the optimal design. For the rest of this section we will highlight these characteristics
and will justify them while proposing a solution to fully optimize the design of a filter
(highest level of implementation).
Definition: Coefficient Adder Tree (CAT) (shown in Figure 4.a) is a binary tree to add
the inputs that are being multiplied to the same coefficient. The inputs to CATs are the
inputs to the filter and the outputs are inputs to the coefficient specific multipliers.
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Definition: Multiplier Adder Tree (MAT) (highlighted in Figure 4.b) is a binary tree to
add the outputs of the multipliers. MAT is not necessarily a balanced tree. The inputs to
MAT are the outputs of the multipliers and the output of MAT is the input to the static
section (in case of fully optimized filter, the only output of MAT is the output of the
filter).
We have made two important observations from Figure 4.a and Figure 4.b, which are
as follows:
1. In optimal filter implementation, for every coefficient, the CATs include
perfect binary sub-trees 1. The size of the sub-trees can be derived from the binary
representation of the number of inputs to the CAT. We will elaborate on this later.
2. The optimal filter implementation is determined by the optimal configuration
of CATs. The configuration of CATs is the set of perfect binary sub-trees that are
included in the CAT implementation.
Lemma 1: The number of adders for implementing a filter is constant.
Proof: This is derived from the filter structure. Since the structure is represented as a
binary tree and the adders represent the joint nodes of the tree, for n inputs we have n – 1
adders. However the number of multipliers varies in different implementations. For n
inputs and k different coefficients (𝑘 ≤ 𝑛), the number of multipliers varies between k
and n.

Theorem 1: A perfect binary tree has the lowest cost to implement 2k inputs of the same
bit width.
1

Throughout this paper, when we use the term “sub-tree”, we mean a perfect binary sub-tree unless
otherwise is stated
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Proof: To add two inputs, the size of the adder is equal to the max size (bit-width) of the
two inputs. The output bit-width of the adder is equal to the max size of the two inputs
plus one. Thus an adder’s logic resources are fully utilized if both inputs are of the same
size. We define Utilization Ratio (UR) of an adder as the cost of logic required to
implement the adder considering the bit-width requirements of the inputs, over the logic
cost required to implement a full adder as large as the larger input. UR of an adder
depends not only on the input bit-widths but also the adder implementation algorithm. As
an example for a Ripple-Carry Adder the size of an adder which adds a 5-bit and a 3-bit
number is 80% the size of a full 5-bit adder (size of a Full Adder is considered to be
twice as large as a Half Adder), so the UR for this adder is 0.8.
To implement an adder tree to add 2k numbers we start from the inputs which are all
of the same size. We add them together two by two. All of the inputs of the adders are
again of the same size (input size plus one). We continue this. Using k level of adders we
can add all the inputs (see Figure 1). The UR for every adder in this structure is 1, which
means that the adder tree has minimum possible cost. The structure mentioned is indeed
the structure for a perfect binary tree.
Theorem 2: The minimum cost adder tree to add n (not necessarily equal to 2k) inputs of
the same size w is obtained by a structure of perfect binary sub-trees. The size of the subtrees is obtained from the binary representation of number n.
Proof: Figure 5.a shows the implementation of an adder tree for 22 inputs based on
Theorem 2. Adder trees inside the triangles are implemented based on Theorem 1. To
prove Theorem 2 we assume that there is another implementation that gives the optimal
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cost. We prove that the size of this implementation can be reduced by showing that some
of the adders can be replaced by smaller adders.
Sort the adders in the supposedly optimal structure based on their sizes. If there are
two under-utilized adders (an adder with UR less than 1) where the size of one of the
inputs of the two adders is w, replace the smaller adder with a w-bit adder if the two
adders are data independent (see Figure 5.b). If the adders are data dependent (the output
of one directly or indirectly goes to the input of another one) then we can replace the
larger adder (the dependent adder) with a w-bit adder as shown in Figure 5.c. If there are
no such two under-utilized adders then we do the same for (w + 1)-bit adders and so on.
It can be shown that this process builds the binary trees based on the scheme of
Theorem 2 and shown in Figure 5.a. The number of sub-trees of this adder tree is at most
(1 + ⌊log 𝑛⌋) where n is the number of inputs.
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Figure 5. Implementation of adder trees for different input sizes

Theorem 2 gives a formal proof for observation 1.
Theorems 1 and 2 illustrate how to build CATs optimally. Once CATs are built for
different coefficients the outputs of the adder trees are multiplied with the coefficients.
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The outputs of the multipliers are added together using MAT which produces the output
of a fully optimized filter or the output of the reconfigurable section. Unlike the adder
trees in Theorems 1 and 2, the inputs to the MAT are not of the same size. In the
following we propose an algorithm to optimally build a MAT.

3.2 Optimal Multiplier Adder Tree (MAT) Generation
The inputs to MAT are the outputs of multipliers. We assume that there are n inputs
of different bit-widths to the MAT and there are k outputs (k < n and for a fully optimized
filter k = 1) which are the inputs to the static section. The problem is how to optimally (in
area) generate this adder tree.
Our proposed solution is as follows: Insert the size (bit-width) of the n inputs to a list
and sort this list in ascending order. At every iteration of the algorithm, check the first
three elements in the sorted list. If any two of the first three elements are equal, insert an
adder to add the corresponding inputs. The size of the output of the adder is inserted back
to the list. We need to maintain the list ordered after each adder insertion. If no two of the
first three elements are equal in size insert an adder to add the first two elements. The size
of the adder is equal to the size of the larger element. After every adder insertion the size
of the list is reduced by one. We continue until k elements are left in the list.

3.2.1 Proof of optimality
The proof of optimality is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2. We can assume
that some other implementation gives the optimal solution. We need to iteratively check
the smallest three inputs. If two of the inputs are equal in size and (in the assumed
optimal implementation) are added to some other inputs, based on the scheme of Figure
5.b and Figure 5.c we can replace the adder with a smaller adder or an equal-sized adder
15

(if the inputs are added to other equal sized or smaller input sizes). If none of the smallest
three inputs are equal in size, we do the same check for the two smallest input sizes. Thus
at each iteration, we are either replacing an adder with a smaller one which is
contradictory to the assumption that the adder tree is optimal or we keep the same size
adders which shows that our solution is also optimal.

3.2.2 Time-complexity analysis
We can sort the elements of the list in O(n log(n)). At each iteration we need to
check the first three elements of the list which can be done in O(1) and inserting the size
of the adder output back to the list which takes O(n) to maintain the list sorted. The
number of iterations is O(n – k), thus the worst case time complexity of the proposed
algorithm is O(n (n – k)).

3.2.3 Run-time Improvement
Inserting the result of adding two elements of the list though in the worst case takes
O(n) can be done in a more efficient way which results in making the algorithm faster.
This can be done by introducing a side list which works similar to a FIFO. In this
improved version of the proposed algorithm whenever we are adding two elements, the
result of the adder is inserted to the back of the side list. At each iteration we check the
first three elements of the main list and the first three elements of the side list. We find
the smallest three elements from these 6 elements. If two of the smallest three elements
are equal in size, we insert an adder to add them and insert the size of the result to the
back of the side list. Otherwise we insert an adder to add the two smallest elements and
insert the size of the output to the back of the side list. After each iteration, the size of the
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inserted adder is equal to or larger than the size of the adder inserted in the previous
iteration of the algorithm. Thus the side list always stays sorted.
While introduction of the side list does not affect the optimality of the algorithm, it
reduces the worst case execution time from O(n (n – k)) to O(n - k) after sorting the
elements in the main list. The reason is that, at each iteration we need to sort a list of 6
elements which takes O(1) to select the smallest three elements. Also inserting the result
to the side list can be done in O(1). Thus the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n
log(n)) for sorting the main list and O(n - k) for finding the optimal solution.

3.2.4 Circuit delay analysis
Figure 6.a and Figure 6.b represent two MAT implementations for a set of inputs.
The numbers associated with the edges, represent the bit-width of the corresponding
connection. The two MAT implementations are both optimal in size, but as can be
observed, have different circuit delays. To enhance our algorithm to build a structure with
better delay characteristics, we need to add a parameter for each entry in the sorted list.
This Level parameter as we call it, gives a notion of the number of adders in a row
(similar to critical path delay calculation) used to generate that entry. So for all the entries
the level parameter is initially set to 0. To improve the critical path delay of the adder tree
from all possible choices for optimally inserting adders, we choose the entries that have
lower level number. This way we reduce the number of adders in a row which leads to
critical path delay reduction while the size of the design is still optimal.
Theorem 3, states an important conclusion drawn from the proposed algorithm for
building an optimal MAT.
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Figure 6. Optimal adder tree for n inputs of different sizes

Theorem 3: In a fully optimized filter structure, the sub-trees of the CATs will not be
split in to smaller sub-trees.
Splitting a sub-tree is to divide it in to two or more, smaller sub-trees and inserting
multipliers to multiply the output of each sub-tree independently. This theorem states that
in the optimal implementation of the filter the sub-trees cannot be split in to smaller subtrees as this split increases the cost of the implementation. A CAT might be broken in to
its constituting sub-trees. For example in Figure 5.a, the sub-tree of size 16 will not be
split in to smaller sub-trees in the optimal implementation. However it is possible that the
sub-tree of size 2 forms an independent CAT.
Proof: Splitting a sub-tree eliminates one of the adders in the sub-tree. As shown in
Figure 7.a, if the sub-tree is split in to half then the largest adder which is shaded in the
figure, is eliminated at the cost of an additional multiplier (see Figure 7.a). The outputs of
the multipliers are of the same size, so based on the algorithm proposed to build the
MAT, the outputs of the multipliers are added together. This means that the cost of the
extra adder is later going to be paid as part of MAT. Furthermore, the adder needed to
add the outputs of the multipliers is at least as large as the eliminated adder (depending
on the coefficient it is possibly larger). Thus splitting the sub-tree at least keeps the same
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cost of implementation and quite possibly increases the cost. The same argument can be
made for any other way to split a sub-tree such as the one shown in Figure 7.b. This
means that splitting a sub-tree in any form saves an adder which later should be inserted
to the MAT (based on Lemma 1 the total number of adders is constant.). However the
adder inserted to the MAT will be larger than the saved adder. Besides an additional
multiplier is also inserted to the structure which also increases the cost of
implementation.

C1
C1

C1

C1

C1

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Splitting a sub-tree in to 2 sub-trees

3.3 Filter Structure Optimization Algorithm
Theorems 2 and 3 are formal confirmations of Observation 2 we made earlier in this
section. Theorem 2, mentions that in the optimal implementation of a filter the inputs are
grouped to sub-trees and Theorem 3 mentions that these sub-trees cannot be split in the
optimal implementation. Considering the algorithm proposed earlier to optimally
generate a MAT, the optimal implementation of a filter is dependent on optimally
determining the configuration of CATs. As defined earlier, configuration of a CAT is to
determine which sub-trees, of the inputs of the corresponding coefficient, are added
together before being multiplied to the coefficient. To optimally design a filter structure
19

we cannot find the optimal CAT configurations for coefficients, independently from each
other. In the example shown in Figure 4, the optimal CATs configurations for coefficient
(-3) were different depending on the number of inputs multiplied to coefficient (4).
We propose to exhaustively search all different CATs configurations for all
coefficients and determine which configuration leads to optimal implementation. As will
be shown in this section, this exhaustive search does not affect the polynomial run-time
of our algorithm.

3.3.1 Search Algorithm
We assume that there are n inputs to a filter. The set of coefficients include k unique
values. n1 of the inputs are multiplied with coefficient C1, n2 are multiplied to coefficient
C2 and so on. The number of sub-trees of a CAT of size n is at most (1 + ⌊log 𝑛⌋). So for

C1 we have at most (1 + ⌊log 𝑛1 ⌋) sub-trees, for C2 this number is at most (1 + ⌊log 𝑛2 ⌋)
and so on. From the algorithm proposed for building MAT we know that to build a MAT

of m inputs and 1 output (fully optimized filter structure) it takes 𝑂(𝑚 log(𝑚)) to sort the

inputs and 𝑂(𝑚) to build the MAT. However to search all possible CAT configurations

we do not need to build the MAT each time from scratch. Instead we can intelligently
move through the design space so that the MAT can be sorted in 𝑂(𝑚) compared to the

previous MAT. We later explain how we can search the design space to achieve updating
the sorted list in O(m) time. Thus it takes 𝑂(𝑚) to find the optimal solution for a

configuration of CATs.

The total number of possible CAT configurations for each coefficient is the number
of possible partitioning on the set of the sub-trees for that coefficient. For a set of n
elements the total number of possible partitioning is the nth Bell number [3]. The
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𝑛−1
equation for the nth Bell number Bn is 𝐵𝑛 = ∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0� 𝑘 �𝐵𝑘 . Bn for large n grows rapidly.

Now assuming that we have (1 + ⌊log 𝑛1 ⌋) sub-trees for C1 and (1 + ⌊log 𝑛2 ⌋) sub-trees

for C2, etc, we can calculate Xi the total number of CAT configurations for Ci as follows:
⌊log 𝑛 ⌋

𝑋𝑖 = ∑𝑘=0 𝑖 �⌊log𝑘𝑛𝑖 ⌋�𝐵𝑘 . Thus the size of the design space would be equal to 𝑋1 × 𝑋2 ×

… × 𝑋𝑘 . As mentioned earlier we can design the optimal MAT for a configuration of
CATs in O(m), where m is the number of CATs. In our problem, 𝑚 ≤ (1 + ⌊log 𝑛1 ⌋) +

⋯ + (1 + ⌊log 𝑛𝑘 ⌋). Thus in the worst case it takes 𝑂(log[𝑛1 × 𝑛2 × … × 𝑛𝑘 ])2 to find

the optimal solution for each configuration. This makes the total run-time of the search
algorithm to be 𝑂(𝑋1 × 𝑋2 × … × 𝑋𝑘 × log[𝑛1 × 𝑛2 × … × 𝑛𝑘 ]). The size of the search
space in this case is huge but we can efficiently reduce it.

Theorem 4 states an important characteristic of optimal CAT configurations which
reduces the design space.
Theorem 4: In an optimal CAT configuration all the possible sub-trees, smaller than the
largest sub-tree and larger than the smallest sub-tree of the CAT will be part of the CAT.
Proof: Based on Theorem 4, for the example shown in Figure 5.a, the possible CAT
configurations in the optimal filter design are {{2}, {4}, {16}}, {{2, 4}, {16}}, {{2}, {4,
16}}, {2, 4, 16}, while the total number of partitioning also includes the partitioning
{{4}, {2, 16}}. This theorem states that the latter partitioning cannot be a valid CAT
configuration in the optimal implementation.
To prove the theorem we assume that we have a CAT configuration as part of the
optimal implementation where some of the sub-trees larger than the smallest sub-tree in

2

log 𝑛1 + log 𝑛2 + ⋯ + log 𝑛𝑘 = log[𝑛1 × 𝑛2 × … × 𝑛𝑘 ]
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the configuration and smaller than the largest sub-tree are missing i.e they are part of
another CAT. We choose the largest missing sub-tree (LMST). Consider all the smaller
sub-trees (SST) present in the CAT configuration. We swap the LMST and SST in their
corresponding CATs configurations. Replacing the SST with LMST would not change
the output size of the CAT, because it is dominated by the largest sub-tree in that CAT
configuration. However replacing the LMST with the SST might decrease the output size
of the other CAT. Reduction in the output size of the CATs will lead to reduction in the
cost of the MAT. Therefore overall cost of the CAT configurations after the swap would
be the same before the swap or would be less. Thus the CATs configuration before the
swap cannot be part of the optimal design. This proves Theorem 4.
As mentioned earlier the result of Theorem 4 is very important as it reduces the
number of possible partitions that need to be examined to find the optimal result. To
count the actual number of possible partitions we need to find all different partitioning
sets of size 1, 2, … i.e we partition the set of sub-trees into 1 set, 2 sets, etc. This problem
is very similar to the problem of finding all the possible solutions to the following
equation: 𝑌1 + 𝑌2 + ⋯ + 𝑌𝑟 = 𝑛, where 𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , … , 𝑌𝑟 ∈ ℕ and 𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , … , 𝑌𝑟 ≥ 1
The number of possible answers for this problem is �𝑛−1
�.
𝑟−1

In the context of our problem n represents the total number of sub-trees for a
coefficient and r is the number of CATs we are generating. If for example Y1 = 3, then it
means the three largest sub-trees for a coefficient are clustered together in one CAT. In
this problem we need to find all possible solutions for r = 1, 2, …, n. Thus the total
number of possible partitions would be: �𝑛−1
� + �𝑛−1
� + ⋯ + �𝑛−1
� = 2𝑛−1
0
1
𝑛−1
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For each coefficient Ci we have at most (1 + ⌊log 𝑛𝑖 ⌋) sub-trees. Thus all number of

possible CAT configurations for coefficient Ci is 𝑋𝑖 = 2⌊log 𝑛𝑖 ⌋ ≅ 𝑛𝑖 . Therefore based on
the timing analysis mentioned earlier the worst case time complexity for the search

algorithm would be 𝑂(𝑛1 × 𝑛2 × … × 𝑛𝑘 × log[𝑛1 × 𝑛2 × … × 𝑛𝑘 ]). Since 𝑛1 + 𝑛2 +
⋯ + 𝑛𝑘 = 𝑛 and k << n, the time complexity of the algorithm becomes polynomial.

3.3.1.1 Intelligent Search Strategy
To intelligently search the design space and find the optimal MAT in linear time for
the number of inputs we need to maintain the quality of the input list as being sorted or in
a position that the list can be sorted in linear time. If we make just one change or constant
number of changes to the configuration of one or constant number of CATs we can resort
the input list in linear time from the already sorted list for the new inputs or the changed
inputs to the MAT. We focus on searching the design space where we make just one
change at a time and sort the list and build the optimal MAT for the sorted list. We use an
implementation similar to the idea of Gray codes to represent binary numbers. The
advantage of Grady code is that every two consecutive numbers are different by just one
bit. Figure 8 shows an example for traversing the design space of partitioning the subtrees for a coefficient. As shown in the example the coefficient has 4 sub-trees which are
represented by numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 which also implies the order of the sub-trees sizes.
In this example, the sequence 1/2/3/4 means that the 4 sub-trees are partitioned into 4
different CATs while for example the sequence 1 2 3/4 means that sub-trees 1, 2 and 3
are partitioned into 1 CAT while sub-tree 4 is partitioned into a different CAT.
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1/2/3/4

1/2/3 4

1/2 3 4

1/2 3/4

1 2/3/4

1 2/3 4

1 2/3/4

1 2 3/4

Figure 8. Searching the design space for CAT partitioning

3.4 Reconfigurable Section Area Minimization (RSAM) Problem
Up to this point we showed how to optimally generate a fully optimized filter (a
special case of RSAM problem) for a given set of coefficients. However we have not yet
proposed a solution to Reconfigurable Section Area Minimization (RSAM) problem
which is to minimize the area of the reconfigurable section of the filter for a given level i
of implementation and a set of coefficients. By specifying a level of implementation we
determine the number of inputs to the static section of the filter as well as the bit-width of
the inputs. In [1] we studied this problem as a clustering problem. In the solution
discussed in [1] we proposed to cluster the inputs to generate as many clusters as we have
inputs to the static section of the filter. As well the output bit-width of the cluster cannot
exceed the size of the input to the static section. In this work we follow the same idea but
will discuss it in the context of the theoretical analysis discussed earlier in this paper. The
solution is optimal and can be obtained in polynomial time.

3.4.1 Proposed Solution
We assume that there are k different coefficients {𝐶1 , 𝐶2 , … , 𝐶𝑘 } in the set of

coefficients of the filter. n1 of the inputs are multiplied with C1, n2 of the inputs are
multiplied with C2, and so on. We further assume that the number of inputs to the static
section of the filter cut at level i (level i implementation), is Si and the width of the inputs
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is Wi. This means that the static section of the filter includes Si – 1 adders structured as a
binary tree.
We define the Multiplier-Adder Comparative (MAC) cost of a coefficient to be
the difference in hardware cost of merging two equal-sized sub-trees of the coefficient
versus implementing them independently. In Figure 9 the MAC cost of the coefficient is
the cost of the structure shown in Figure 9.b minus the hardware cost of the structure
shown in Figure 9.a.
Theorem 5: If merging two arbitrary equal-sized perfect binary sub-trees of a coefficient
Ci reduces the cost of implementation i.e 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖 ≤ 0, then the largest sub-tree which

meets the bit-width constraint is part of the minimal sized reconfigurable section of the
filter.
Proof: If the two sub-trees in Figure 9.a are direct inputs to the static section, then unless
merging them would violate the bit-width constraints, it reduces the cost to merge them
first and then give them as an input to the static section (see Figure 9.b). If one of the sub-

trees is an input to the static section and the other one is first added to the output of
another sub-tree (see Figure 9.c) then the additional adder (highlighted in Figure 9.c) is
larger than or equal to the adder we would insert to add the two sub-trees of the same
coefficient (adder inserted in Figure 9.b).
Since it is assumed that the size of the adders and multipliers is linearly proportional
to the size of the input, Theorem 5 is true for all input sizes.
The solution to RSAM is very similar to the solution we proposed earlier to find the
optimal implementation of a filter. Based on Theorems 2 and 3, the constituents of CATs
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in the optimal implementation of a filter are perfect binary sub-trees. The solution to
RSAM also includes clustering among complete graphs with a power of 2, number of
nodes. Figure 10 shows the graph representation for a sample RSAM problem.

2k

2k

2k
Ci

Ci

Ci

Ci

(a)

2k

2k

2k

(b)

2m
Ci

Cj

(c)

𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖 = 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑏) − 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑎)

Figure 9. Merging sub-trees of the same size

Each node N represents inputs that are multiplied to a coefficient. As can be
observed in Figure 10.a, each node has two fields. The coefficient and also the sub-tree
size (number of inputs) for that coefficient. Initially each input is represented using one
node, thus the sub-tree size for the node is equal to 1. A collection of nodes constructs
hyper-nodes (HN) as shown in Figure 10.a. Each hyper-node includes a list of
coefficients as well as the sub-tree size associated with each coefficient. Initially each
hyper-node holds complete graphs of nodes. All the nodes in the hypernode include the
same coefficient. The size of the complete graphs is derived from binary representation of
the number of inputs for each coefficient (Theorems 2 and 3). Figure 10.b shows 17
nodes and two hyper-nodes (one of size 1 and the other of size 16) for coefficient C = -3
from the example of Figure 4.
The nodes can only be merged with other nodes inside the same hyper-node. We call
a node Incomplete (IC) if it can still be merged with other nodes inside the same hyper-
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node. Accordingly we call a node, Complete-Unassigned (CU) if the node is complete
(it cannot be merged further) but the output bit-width is less than the constraint Wi. IC
and CU nodes are shown in Figure 10.b. Hyper-nodes can be merged together only if the
nodes they cover are CU nodes. When merging the hyper-nodes, for the sub-trees that are
multiplied to the same coefficient, we first add the result of the sub-trees and then
multiply them to the corresponding coefficients.
At stage 0 of our algorithm, we determine the coefficients Ci for which 𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖 ≤ 0.

As mentioned in Theorem 5, for these coefficients we merge the nodes inside the hyper-

nodes unless the output bit-width of the nodes violates the constraint Wi when we assign
the output of the IC nodes to the inputs of the static section. For the rest of the
coefficients (𝑀𝐴𝐶𝐶𝑖 > 0) we need to find the lowest cost merging of the nodes. The
options include merging the IC nodes or merging the CU nodes. To optimally merge the

hyper-nodes we need to apply the optimal MAT generation algorithm. As well we use the
search algorithm we proposed earlier to determine the optimal hyper-node merging
strategy (to determine the optimal CAT configuration for each coefficient). We continue
this until we generate as many as Si outputs from the reconfigurable section.

CU
Coefficients List

C1

Cn

Sub-trees List

S1

Sn

N

HN2

HN

IC

HN1 16 nodes
(b)

(a)

Figure 10. Graph representation of the filter to solve RSAM problem
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Using the same analysis for full optimization of the filters, it can be shown that the
solution to RSAM is optimal with polynomial worst case run-time.

4 Joint Optimization Across Designs
Reconfiguration time overhead for reconfiguring one design for another, can be
accurately measured after the floor-planning and placement when the exact area of the
circuit on the FPGA is determined. This overhead is directly proportional to the size of
the area being reconfigured ([6] and [22]). Thus to reduce the overhead it is important to
reduce the size of the circuit that is reconfigured. However in the context of filter design
problem discussed in this paper, this does not necessarily mean that we need to minimize
the size of the reconfigurable section of the individual designs to reduce the overhead.

FPGA

D1
Common
D1,D2

Physical
Design

D2

D1
D2

Common
D1,D2

Reconfiguration cost = max(D1, D2) – Common D1, D2
Figure 11. Reconfiguration scheme of two designs

In the previous works including [24] and [26] module reuse has been mentioned as
an effective way to reduce the reconfiguration overhead. As shown in Figure 11 designs
D1 and D2 have a common module. If the common module of the two designs is placed at
the same location then, as can be observed in Figure 11, the reconfiguration overhead can
be effectively reduced. The reduction in overhead is proportional to the area of the
common module.
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This prompts that in the problem of filter design, for a sequence of filters, we need to
find similarity in filters structures and exploit that similarity to reduce the reconfiguration
overhead while reconfiguring the filters. Our approach in this work is to design the
individual filters to become similar in structure instead of explicitly extract the similarity
in structure.
While this approach provides better opportunities to find similarity in filters
structures, it may result in larger implementations. The two structures shown in Figure
12.a and Figure 12.c can be represented in functionality by the structure shown in Figure
12.b. However, as can be observed this structure is larger than both structures.

5

7

5

7

D1
(a)

5

7

D2
(c)

(b)

Figure 12. Common structure which enforces similarity

To have control over the abovementioned tradeoff between the size of the individual
designs and the total reconfiguration overhead, we propose minimizing a linear cost
function of area and total reconfiguration overhead for a sequence of filters.
We define the problem of Joint Filter Design (JFD) as follows:
A known sequence of designs D1, …, Dn is given. For a given level of
implementation, a structure should be designed for each filter to minimize a linear cost
function of total reconfiguration time and the area of the design.
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4.1 Partial Reconfiguration Scheme
In this work we follow Module-based partial reconfiguration scheme introduced in
[5] and [6]. In this scheme the modules of the design are categorized as static modules
and reconfigurable modules. Our description of static and reconfigurable sections of a
filter fits this definition. Static modules are not reconfigured during the run-time of the
system while reconfigurable modules are reconfigured in run-time. The communication
between the static modules and reconfigurable modules is possible through specialized
connections called “bus macros”. Our approach to solve the JFD problem enhances the
approach introduced in [1] and proposes a solution in the context of the theoretical
analysis explained earlier in this paper. Our proposed solution can be summarized in the
following three steps:
1. Determine the occurrence frequency of each coefficient across the designs. For
each coefficient form an n-tuple.
2. Partition each n-tuple, and for each partition find the optimum number of inputs
that maximizes a profit function which is explained later in this section.
3. Jointly design the filters for the given inputs.
The idea is to find the similar filters and for those filters, to jointly design the
structure. We need to do that for every coefficient. Figure 13 can make this clearer. The
n-tuple shown in Figure 13 represents the occurrence frequency for a specific coefficient
(an arbitrary coefficient C1 in this example) for the 10 filters we need to jointly design.
The order of the elements in the n-tuple, represents the given sequence for reconfiguring
the filters i.e we first configure F1 and then F2 and so on. The value of the elements of the
n-tuple represent the number of occurrences of that coefficient in the coefficient set of the
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corresponding design, as an example in the coefficient set of filter F1 there are 13
occurrences of coefficient C1.
By partitioning the n-tuple associated with each coefficient in Step 2, we are
grouping the filter designs that have similar occurrence frequency of that coefficient. The
filters in each partition have a common sub-structure for that coefficient i.e F1, F2 and F3
that are partitioned together, will have a common substructure for coefficient C1.
The next part of Step 2, is to find the optimum size of this common substructure for
the filters that are grouped together. This optimum size is determined by a profit function
which should be maximized. This profit function as will be explained later in this section
is a function of area and reconfiguration overhead. In the example of Figure 13, for filters
F1, F2 and F3 the size of this common substructure for coefficient C1 is determined to be
16.
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F7

F8

F9

F10

13

12

18
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3
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4

7

9

8

16

4

8

Figure 13. Partitioning the designs to similar sub-sequences

After determining the size of the common substructures which are shared among a
subset of filters, we need to jointly design the filters. As mentioned earlier, the objective
is to minimize a linear cost function of area and reconfiguration overhead. The three
important steps in joint design of the filters are partitioning, determining the optimal
common cluster size and designing the individual filters. In the following we will explain
these three steps in more detail.
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4.2 Optimal Common Cluster Size
Definition: For a given sequence of designs F1, F2, …, Fn find the Optimal Common
Cluster Size (OCCS) that minimizes a linear function of the area of the individual
designs and the total reconfiguration time for the designs.
We define Reconfiguration Size Saving (RSS) of a tree as the size of the common
tree structure between the two consecutive designs. While reconfiguring the filters we
avoid reconfiguring this common structure. The reconfiguration time that we save is
proportional to the size of the structure we are avoiding to reconfigure. The Overhead of
a tree for a design is defined as the difference in size of that tree and the size of the trees
in the original implementation. In Figure 14 the number of inputs to the coefficient for
the original filter is 13. The size of the chosen sub-tree is 16. The RSS is the part of the
structure that is drawn in solid lines. On other hand the part of the structure in dotted lines
shows the Overhead we need to pay to implement the adder tree to add 13 inputs by the
chosen sub-tree. The additional inputs do not affect the functionality of the filter as the
values to these inputs are all set to 0.

3

Figure 14. Overhead and reconfiguration saving of a sub-tree

The value for OCCS should maximize the following profit function:
Profit = RF × RSS – (1 – RF) × Overhead
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RF (Reconfiguration Factor) is the coefficient that determines the importance of
reconfiguration time versus the size of the individual filters. By appropriately tuning RF
we can generate a spectrum of designs from highly optimized individual implementations
(when RF = 0) to designs with negligible reconfiguration overhead (when RF = 1).
To determine the OCCS we need to search through different tree sizes. Assume
OPTCCS(𝒜1𝑛 ) is the optimal profit value we gain from finding the OCCS. The array 𝒜1𝑛 ,

represents the elements of the n-tuples from Step 1. The following equation shows how
OPTCCS(𝒜1𝑛 ) is calculated.

⌊log(min(𝐴[𝑖]))⌋

𝐾≥2
𝑛
𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑆 (𝒜1𝑛 ) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐾≤2
⌈log(max(𝐴[𝑖]))⌉ (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡(𝐾) + 𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑆 (𝒜1 − 𝐾))

For each possible value of K (K is a power of 2) we find the profit (based on the
equation for profit function) of having a cluster of size K as part of the OCCS. Since we
might have residuals left in the n-tuple, we need to repeat the process for the residual
considering that value K is part of the tree of the common cluster (𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑆 (𝒜1𝑛 − 𝐾)
calculates the residual). The OCCS can be obtained by adding all the Ks that result in the
optimum value for the corresponding n-tuple. As well we have: 𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑆 (𝒜1𝑛 )∀𝐴[𝑖]≤1 = 0.

4.2.1 Time-complexity Analysis
Assume that the occurrence frequency list given as the input to the OCCS algorithm
has m elements and that the value of the largest element is r. The time complexity to find
r is O(m). At each level of recursion we need to compare O(log r) (lower and upper
boundary of Max) solutions. By applying branch and bound techniques to avoid
suboptimal solutions we can show that by at most O(log r) recursions we can find the
optimal solution. Thus in the worst case the algorithm finds the optimal solution in
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O(log2 r) steps. At each step we need to find the profit of having a common cluster of
size K (calculate Profit (K)). The main part in calculating the profit function is to
calculate the cost of the adder tree to determine the reconfiguration saving and also to
determine the overhead for individual designs. The cost of an adder tree to add h inputs
of equal size together, can be calculated in O(log h). In the worst case the value of h is
equal to r. Thus the time complexity of the algorithm is O(m + m(log3 r)). If we have n
filter masks (the maximum value of m) each of which has at most k inputs (the maximum
value of r) the worst case time complexity would be O(n(log3 k)).

4.3 Partitioning
In the previous subsection we showed how to find the OCCS for a given n-tuple.
Now we need to use that information to optimally partition the designs sequence into
subsequences. The designs that are grouped together during partitioning, share a common
cluster determined by the OCCS algorithm explained earlier. This common cluster is not
reconfigured while reconfiguring the filter designs in the same partition.
We propose a solution which uses dynamic programming to solve the problem of
partitioning. OPTSP(0,n) is defined as the optimal partitioning of the first n elements. By
optimal it means that this partitioning maximizes overall profit function that was defined
𝑛
) is the profit of the Optimal CCS (OCCS) for the
in Section 4.2. 𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑆 (𝒜𝑘+1

subsequence Fk+1, …, Fn. We can define a recursive relation for OPTSP(0,n) as follows:
𝑘≤𝑛−1
𝑛
) + 𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑆𝑃 (0, 𝑘)) OPTSP(0, 0) = 0.
𝑂𝑃𝑇𝑆𝑃 (0, 𝑛) = 𝑀𝑎𝑥0≤𝑘
(𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐶𝐶𝑆 (𝒜𝑘+1

The above equation assumes that in the optimal partitioning of the first n elements,
the last n – k elements form a partition. Then we need to find the optimal partitioning of
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the first k elements. We need to find k at each level of recursion. From all possible values
of k (0 ≤ k ≤ n – 1), the one that maximizes the profit of the partitioning is chosen. The
corresponding values for k determine the subsequences for partitioning.

4.3.1 Time-complexity Analysis
To find the optimal partitioning, we need to consider calculating the OCCS for all
subsequences for a sequence of n elements. There are O(n2) of these subsequences (n
choices for the start index of the subsequence and n for the end index). Because of the
recursive nature of the proposed dynamic programming approach a straightforward
implementation would calculate the value of OCCS for the same subsequence over and
over again. To avoid that, we use memoization [4] to calculate and store the value of
OCCS for each subsequence just once. With this approach, there O(n2) times that we
need to call our OPTCCS subroutine. In an instance of JFD problem where we have a
sequence of n filters with at most k inputs, the worst case time complexity for our
partitioning algorithm is O(n3(log3 k)).

4.4 Joint Filter Design
For a given level of implementation i, there are Si inputs from the reconfigurable
section of each filter Fj to the static section. The size of the inputs to the static section is
Wi which is regarded as the constraint on the size of the outputs of the reconfigurable
section. After partitioning the sequence of the filter designs for each coefficient and
determining the OCCS for each partition, we need to design the filter structures.
In the graph representation of JFD problem, the nodes in addition to information
regarding the associated coefficient and the tree size (shown in Figure 10.a) also include
the list of the designs that share the node. Accordingly hyper-nodes also include the list
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of the designs sharing the hyper-node (shown in Figure 15). Initially each node represents
one input. The list of the designs sharing the node is derived after applying partitioning
algorithm, explained earlier. As well hyper-nodes initially contain complete graphs of the
nodes that are shared among the same list of designs.
Similar to the solution to RSAM and based on Theorem 5, for the coefficients Ci
where MACCi ≤ 0, we merge the nodes to generate a CU node, unless they violate the bitwidth constraint Wi, when we assign the output of these IC nodes to the static section. For
other coefficients we need to determine whether it is beneficial to merge the IC nodes or
to merge the hyper-nodes covering CU nodes. The main difference between the proposed
algorithms for JFD problem and RSAM problem is in how we merge the hyper-nodes. In
the proposed algorithm for RSAM, to merge the hyper-nodes we need to apply optimal
MAT generation algorithm. However in JFD problem the challenge in merging the
hyper-nodes is that the hyper-nodes do not belong to the same design anymore.
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Figure 15. Adding two clusters with unequal design lists
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Figure 15 shows an example where two hyper-nodes HN1 and HN2 are added
(merged) together. Since the two hyper-nodes are shared among different design lists, the
result of merging the two hyper-nodes can be used just for the intersection of the designs
sharing the two hyper-nodes which is designs F4 and F5. Merging the two hyper-nodes,
results in an overhead to reconfigure the sub-tree structure for coefficient C1 from F3 to
F4 and to reconfigure the sub-tree structure for coefficient C2 from F5 to F6. In designing
the MAT this problem has not been considered. Thus a new approach should be taken to
design the MAT for individual filters to minimize the cost function which includes both
design size and also reconfiguration cost. We call this new approach Joint Multiplier
Adder Tree (JMAT) design.

4.4.1 Joint Multiplier Adder Tree (JMAT) design
We assume that for k different filter designs, there are a total of n inputs (outputs of
CU nodes) that should be added together in a way that for filter F1, there are n1 inputs and
m1 outputs, for filter F2, there are n2 inputs and m2 outputs and etc. Some of the inputs are
shared among more than one design furthermore the bit-widths of the inputs are different.
We need to design the minimum cost adder trees for each filter to add the given list of
inputs and generate the outputs.
To design the JMAT we propose a solution based on k-clustering. There are initially
n hyper-nodes that represent the n inputs to the adders. Each hyper-node holds
information about the list of the designs that share the input. Only those hyper-nodes that
share at least one design in their corresponding design list can be merged together. The
weight of the edges connecting the nodes is the cost of adding the output of the two
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hyper-nodes (merging the hyper-nodes). The cost of merging two hyper-nodes is defined
as follows:
α × CostAdder + β × CostReconf
CostAdder is defined as the size of the adder being inserted to add the structure of the
two hyper-nodes. CostReconf is the added/reduced reconfiguration cost between every two
consecutive designs in the designs list of the two hyper-nodes. We study two different
cases to determine the weight of the edge connecting the two hyper-nodes:
1. The designs lists for the two hyper-nodes are not equal but have an intersection:
This is the case shown in Figure 15. In the example shown in Figure 15 the cost of
inserting the adder for designs F2, F3, F6 and F7 is 0. However the area cost of the
adder inserted in HN4 increases the area of designs F4 and F5. This additional adder
also counts as a saving in reconfiguration cost from F4 to F5. As explained earlier
merging HN1 and HN2 incurs reconfiguration cost from F3 to F4 and from F5 to F6.
As mentioned earlier in Section 4, the reconfiguration cost from F3 to F4 and from
F5 to F6 is assumed to be max(HN3, HN4) + max(HN4, HN5) = 2 × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑁4 . Thus

for the example shown in Figure 15 the cost of the edge connecting HN1 and HN2 is
defined as follows:
(𝛼 × 2 − 𝛽) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽 × 2 × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐻𝑁4

2. The designs lists for the two hyper-nodes are equal: In this case the two hypernodes can be added together without incurring reconfiguration cost. Because of
adding an additional adder the size of each design in the designs list increases by
the area of the adder. Since the merged node increases the similarity across the
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consecutive designs we assume the cost of the additional adder as reconfiguration
saving among the designs. Assuming that there are k designs in the design list, the
cost would be calculated as follows:
𝛼 × 𝑘 × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟 − 𝛽 × (𝑘 − 1) × 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑟

Once the weight of all the edges is determined we cluster the hyper-nodes with
lowest cost together until we get the required number of outputs for each design. For the
edges that have the same weight, priority is given to the two hyper-nodes that have the
same output sizes, otherwise a pair of hyper-nodes is randomly selected.
The proposed algorithm for JMAT is the general case of optimally building MAT.
We get the same result of the proposed algorithms for MAT by running the proposed
algorithm for JMAT if we set β = 0 and number of designs be equal to exactly 1.

5 Experimental Results
Correlation operation is a common function across a range of streaming applications.
Throughout our experiments we target three important applications which make extensive
use of FIR filters. These applications include “Preamble Detection” unit of 802.16e
standard, correlation used for “Template Matching” in image processing and “Matchfilter” used in spectrum sensing. We briefly explain these applications and present the
result of our filter design techniques for these applications.

5.1 Preamble Detection
At the receiver end of a wireless system, correlation is often used to detect a certain
pattern disguised in the received signal. In CDMA systems for example, to recover the
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information belonging to each user from the received signal, the signal is correlated
against the Pseudo Noise (PN) sequence used to encode the corresponding users data. In
802.16e correlation operation is performed for timing synchronization. A preamble
sequence, known to the mobile station, is sent from the base station and by correlating the
received signal against the known sequence and comparing the result to a predetermined
threshold timing acquisition is declared. This is done by simply filtering the received
signal through an FIR filter with impulse response of conj(p(N-n)) where p(n) is the
preamble sequence and N is its length. Figure 16 shows the structure of a preamble
detection unit [8]. As part of experiments to quantify the performance of our proposed
algorithms, 6 sample preambles from 802.16e are arbitrarily chosen. Inputs and
coefficients are assumed to be 4 bits wide.
samples
K

| |2

FIR Filter

∑x
timing
freq. est.

( )*
PK+1
arg
Figure 16. Architecture of preamble detection unit

5.2 Template Matching
Template matching is used to detect objects in an image of known shape, size and
orientation. A straightforward and effective method to find a template is to convolve a
filter mask whose coefficients constitute a sub-image that matches the desired object
across the image. When this mask is located at the image object, the convolution result is
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an intensity peak. Therefore the presence and the location of the desired objects are
determined by peak detection. In [7] the authors propose an FPGA based platform to
implement an Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) device. The challenge of ATR is to
analyze input images or video sequences in order to automatically locate and identify all
objects within the scene of interest. The input image should be correlated with a large
number of templates to find the objects of interest. FPGAs capable of dynamic partial
reconfiguration are particularly well suited for this kind of application because of highlevel parallelism that they deliver and because of the reconfiguration ability which makes
it possible to implement successive highly specific mask filters. In our experiments on
template matching, we implement 10 filter masks representing 20 x 20 pixel templates.
The templates are 8-bit grayscale, meaning that each pixel is represented by 8 bits. The
filter masks are applied one at a time to the input image.
As part of our experimental setup we have developed a tool which accepts a
sequence of coefficient sets representing each of the reconfigurable filters. The filters are
optimized according to the optimization techniques explained in this work and VHDL
code for the hyper-nodes of the filter is generated. We used Xilinx ISE design suite to
synthesize and place and route the RTL.

5.3 Single Filter Design
Figure 17 shows the result of applying clustering (originally proposed in [1]) to solve
RSAM problem for template matching. On the X axis in the figure, LI0 … LI4 represent
the levels of implementation for the filter. NS abbreviates “No Static”, meaning that the
whole filter structure is being optimized (no static section). Y axis shows the size of the
filter (in multiple of 1000 slices). The curve marked as “Reconfigurable” is the size of the
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reconfigurable section of the filter while “Total” shows the total size of the filter. As can
be observed, by increasing the level of implementation the total size of filter is
monotonically decreasing. This reflects the fact that a larger section of filter is being
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optimized.
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Figure 17. Template filter mask optimization for different levels of implementation

We expect the size of reconfigurable section to monotonically increase by increasing
LI, however the trend shown in Figure 17 is different. As can be observed the size of
reconfigurable section is a convex curve, decreasing first and then starts increasing. The
reason is that increasing the level of implementation provides opportunity to merge more
inputs and further decrease the number of multipliers. Figure 18 shows the reduction in
filter size achieved after applying the proposed optimal solution in this paper. The
optimal solution reduces the size of reconfigurable section by 17.2% and in average
5.5%. In our experiments the result of applying Theorem 5 and applying optimal MAT
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generation technique had the largest impact in size reduction compared to the clustering
technique previously proposed.
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Figure 18. Optimal template filter mask design

5.4 Joint Filter Design
Figure 19 shows the combined effect of tuning LI and RF for a sequence of 10 filter
masks designed using JFD for template matching. X axis in Figure 19 shows the average
area of filter masks while Y axis shows the average size that is reconfigured across filter
masks. Each point in Figure 19 represents one multi-mode filter designed to support 10
modes of operation (corresponding to the number of image templates). The scope of
Figure 19 is twofold. First, it aims at exploring the impact of Reconfiguration Factor (RF)
on the area and the reconfiguration overhead. This is illustrated with the points marked as
“RF Exp” (RF Exploration) varied from 0 to 1, for a given Level of Implementation
(LI3). Secondly, it aims at exploring the impact of Level of Implementation (LI) on the
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area and the reconfiguration overhead. This is illustrated with the points marked as “LI
Exp” (LI Exploration) varied from LI0 to LI5, for a given Reconfiguration Factor (RF =

Reconf. Cost (x1000 slices)
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Figure 19. Trade-off of Area and Reconfiguration cost while exploring RF and LI for template
matching application

In “RF Exp” experiment as is clear from Figure 19, by increasing the value of RF
from 0 to 1, the average area of the filters are increasing while the reconfiguration cost is
decreasing until it reaches 0 for RF = 1. This is elaborated further, while showing the
results of the next set of experiments. As for “LI Exp” experiment, increasing the LI
from 0 to 5 (LI5 results in a design without static section) results in a considerable
decrease of the size of circuit. This is because the circuit becomes more optimized based
on the coefficient set of the filter. At the same time, the average reconfiguration cost is
increasing since the filters become coefficient specific and less similar.
Given a sequence of filters that have to be reconfigured one after another one we
design each filter using the Joint Optimization approach we proposed in Section 4. As
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mentioned in Section 4.2 we define a profit function to find the value for OCCS for a
given n-tuple. Figure 20 shows the effect of increasing the RF (Reconfiguration Factor)
for each level of implementation.
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Figure 20. Average design size increases by increasing the Reconfiguration Factor while average
reconfiguration cost decreases

In the figures the X axis represents the RF while the Y axis represents the average
size of the reconfigurable sections of the designs in number of slices. The RF is varied
between 0.0 to 1.0 in the scale of 0.1 at every step. As can be observed in the figure, for
each level of implementation, increasing the RF results in designs that are larger in size.
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However the benefit is in average reconfiguration cost. As we are increasing the RF the
individual designs are becoming more similar in structure which requires no
reconfiguration for some/most of the clusters.
For RF = 0.9 and RF = 1.0, the average reconfiguration size overhead is negligible
prompting that all the individual filters are the same. In the case of generic design, we
also pay negligible reconfiguration overhead to change the filter structure. However
compared to 662 slices to implement a generic filter, we can implement the filter using
JFD with RF = 1 which requires 320 slices. This is more than 50% improvement for the
same quality of design.
By increasing the level of implementation we can observe from Figure 20.[a, b, c and
d] that the gap between the average reconfiguration cost and the average size of the filters
has tendency to get close. This is clear from the rate of reconfiguration cost reduction in
each figure. While in Figure 20.a (LI2) the reconfiguration cost is almost monotonically
decreasing by increasing the reconfiguration cost, the rate is obviously not monotonic in
Figure 20.c (LI4). In Figure 20.d (No Static) interestingly the average reconfiguration cost
follows the exact same pattern of the size of the individual designs until RF = 0.9 where
the average reconfiguration cost drops abruptly. The reason for this behavior is as
follows: Increasing the level of reconfiguration results in generating less number of
clusters, thus there is less chance of finding similar clusters across the designs. So
increasing the level of implementation forces the individual designs to be less similar to
each other. On the other hand increasing the RF has the opposite effect meaning that
increasing the RF tends to make the individual designs in the sequence more similar to
each other. This trade-off is clearly seen in Figure 20.d. NS is when we need to generate
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just one cluster which is indeed fully optimizing the individual filters. As can be observed
up to RF = 0.9 the average reconfiguration cost is the same as the average size of the
filters, suggesting that we have to fully reconfigure individual filters to implement the
next filter in the sequence. However when RF = 0.9 and RF = 1.0 the reconfiguration cost
drops.

6 Conclusion
In this work we introduced a framework to optimize multi-mode FIR-like structures.
We proposed splitting the filter structure to reconfigurable and static sections. In this
framework we proposed a polynomial time optimization algorithm to optimize the
reconfigurable section of the filter. We showed the trade-off between reconfiguration
overhead and the area of filter for different LIs. We furthermore showed that by applying
the optimal solution we can improve the results by 17.2% and in average 5.5% compared
to the clustering technique previously proposed in [1]. For a given sequence of filters, we
introduced techniques to jointly optimize the filter structures. We also showed that, by
tuning RF we can get the same quality of design as generic design (in terms of
reconfiguration overhead) with only 48% of resources.
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